
ULTI  VIRTUAL VISION
Flashing lights alert personnel of hidden movement, 
where there is obstructed visibility before the door starts 
moving, therefore improving productivity and dramatically 
enhancing the safety of your personnel and reducing 
damage to vehicles.

Virtual Visibility

Sensors detect any movement on the opposite side of 
the doorway and lights flash red to indicate the need for 
caution when passing through the doorway. If there is no 
movement detected, the lights will remain solid green, as 
safe to pass through.

Ideal for use in

 — Any doorways or openings where visibility is reduced
 — Hidden corners
 — Doors without vision panels
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Characteristics
Standard 
Dimensions

1700mm

Minimum Length 300mm

Maximum Length 4000mm

Height Mounted 
from FFL

1000mm

IP Rating IP67

Operating 
Temperature

-40°C 
to +45°C 
Storage

WATCH HERE

WATCH HERE

LED PRE-ANNOUNCE
LED lights alert personnel of door activation, enhancing 
the safety of your personnel and reducing damage to 
vehicles and the door itself.

Safety First

LED Pre-Announce ensures personnel know when it is safe 
to pass through the door. Lights on both sides of the door, 
flash red as the door opens, and turn solid green once 
fully open. As the door is about to close, the lights briefly 
flash green then return to flashing red while closing, and 
remain solid red when closed.

Ideal for use in

 — Doors without vision panels
 — Ulti Roll variants, Ulti Frigo 2, Ulti Spiral, Ulti Flex, Ulti 

Fold Value, Ulti Komby, Ulti EX5
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Characteristics
Dimensions 1000mm

Height Mounted 
from FFL

1000mm

IP Rating IP66

Operating 
Temperature

-20°C 
to +85°C 
Storage

Rated lifetime 50,000 
hours

Detects Door Activation

Detects Movement

https://youtu.be/NqyTEHEh9wY
https://youtu.be/ybg6kA_bTIc
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SAFETY LED PUSH BUTTON
Alike the LED Pre-Announce system, this innovative push 
button alerts personnel of the door activation to further 
enhance safety. As it is the activation, it is super simple to 
use, whilst also being very visible.

Safer Activation

The Safety LED Push Button ensures personnel know when 
it is safe to pass through the door by flashing red when 
pushed, as the door opens. Once fully open, the button 
turns green, and then briefly flashes green as a pre-
closing alert, before returning to flashing red while closing. 
When not activated, the light on the button remains off.

Ideal for use with

 — Ulti Roll variants, Ulti Frigo 2, Ulti Spiral, Ulti Flex, Ulti 
Fold Value, Ulti Komby, Ulti EX5

WATCH HERE
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Characteristics
Dimensions 90mm 

diameter

IP Rating IP65

Mounting in place of 
standard push button

Detects Door Activation

https://youtu.be/C2MvJMJy_jA



